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StatesAbout This Game Unique and dynamic

hunting mechanics: If you get stuck, you can call
for help. Each animal has a different and detailed

instinctive behaviour and can react to your
movements in various ways, including jumping,
hiding, escaping and attacking. The efficiency of

hunting will have a significant impact on your
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level up. You can also attack an animal to deal
better damage, and you can feel the difference

between an easy and a hard hit. If you get stuck,
you can call for help. Each animal has a different
and detailed instinctive behaviour and can react to

your movements in various ways, including
jumping, hiding, escaping and attacking. The
efficiency of hunting will have a significant

impact on your level up. You can also attack an
animal to deal better damage, and you can feel the

difference between an easy and a hard hit.
Different difficulty settings: Easy, Medium and

Hard (selected from the main menu or via hotkey
B for Animal Pack) Easy, Medium and Hard

(selected from the main menu or via hotkey B for
Animal Pack) Fully customizable: You can

manually manage the filters and remove
unwanted animals as you play. You can manually
manage the filters and remove unwanted animals

as you play. Quick and easy starting: You can
load your saves quickly using a hotkey (default
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F4), or simply enter the Game by pressing the
menu button (default press L1 + L2 + B at once).
Spring is coming to this Feral AI!Animal Pack is

a single player AI survival game inspired by
classic survival titles. You are an animal who has
been born in the wild, and you must survive and

find food in the hostile environment of the forest.
If you get hungry, you'll have to hunt for food. If
you get stuck, you can call for help, and you can

help others in a pool of strength that you can
build up by hunting and helping other

animals.Your actions affect your own survival,
and when you're sleeping or weakened by hunger,
you could lose your best weapon - your instinct.
You can affect your instinct by sneaking up and

knocking down trees, or by calling and welcoming
your friends for help. Your 3da54e8ca3
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